“Love Is” card by Olesya Kharkova

!

Materials used: Chameleon Color Tones Super Set: Taupe (BR1), Olive Green (OL3), Burnt Amber (BR4),
Bark (BR5), Mellow Yellow (YO2), Evergreen (GR4), Dark Sage (GR2), Spring Meadow (YG3), Red Coral
(RD2), Warm Gray 7 (WG7), Warm Gray 3 (WG3), Fawn (NU3), Lavender (BV2), Light Peach (NU2);
Chameleon Color Tones Pencils: Soft White (1/1), Grapefruit (2/2), Mocha (5/1), Coffee (5/2), Plum (9/2),
Spice (4/2), Ginger (4/1), Black (25/2); kraft cardstock, white cardstock, Tumbles Glass Distress Ink, Broken
China Distress Ink, heart shaped mask, Paper Tray Ink alphabet dies, White Blizzard Nuvo Glitter Drops.

Instructions:
1. Print out the image. Make the first coat of
coloring with the Chameleon pens (using bullet
nibs).
Take the Taupe color for a jacket, skirt, Tilly’s boots
and hair of both characters.
Olive Green for Tom’s trousers and Mellow Yellow
for Tilly’s jacket.
Color the bench with the Burnt Amber color and
darken up the shadows with the Bark pen. Use pure
colors without infusing to get very vibrant
impression.
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2. Use the Coffee pencil for the shadows on clothes.
Flip the pencil to Mocha color to make seamless
blending. Darken them (the shadows) up with the
Black pencil on top leaving the lightest parts
untouched. Whiten up the highlights with the Soft
White pencil.

3. Darken up all the shadows on trousers, hair,
skirt, and all the folds with the Black pencil.
For Tilly’s jacket use the Grapefruit pencil for
the base coat and the Spice to darken up the
shadow areas, then blend it with the Ginger
color by flipping the pencil.

4. Make a heart shaped mask to sponge a light
blue heart onto the background using Tumbled
Glass Distress Ink.
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5. Adhere the bottom part of the
image to the white panel
directly and pop up the rest of
the image with foam doublesided tape. Sponge a separate
piece of paper with Tumbled
Glass and Broken China
Distress Inks and die cut the
letters to make the phrase Love
Is. Add a couple of glitter drops
to embellish the card.

!
You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com, on
the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Olesya’s blog http://as-if-by-magicivy.blogspot.ru/

